
«Holidays, traditions and customs in Kazakhstan». 
Т-12, 1226000 «Технология и организация производства продукции 

предприятий  питания» 
Урок закрепления знаний и формирование умений и навыков, 

урок творчества.



The history of your country is the history of its people. 

Give Russian equivalents of this proverb:



What do you feel when you pronounce
 the word ''Motherland''? 



Kazakhstan is the ninth largest country in the world. At over a 
million square miles, this country has it all! Mountains and 

glaciers, vast steppes and desert and over a hundred and 
twenty nationalities! The word “Kazakh” itself translates a 

“free, independent nomad.” 



Every country has
East or West
like a home

There is no place
its customs

home is best

Match two parts. Give me equivalents in Russian language.



                       Bride 

                          fiancé 

                            consent 

                            rite

                             abduct

Translate the words



The Kazakh people have a 
long tradition of peace, 
tolerance. Children learn 
hospitality and respect from a 
very young age. 

If you visit a Kazakh 
household - whether or not you 
are expected - those present 
will stand up in greeting as 
you enter the door. 

You will be seated on the tor - 
the special guest seat and 
offered a cup of either kumiss 
or tea. 

It is considered extremely poor 
manners to disturb the weary 
or hungry guest, so the host 
often remains silent until you 
are refreshed.



I group- Presentation about traditions and customs associated 
with the guest reception and with gift giving. 

Konakasy
Konakkade

Toy dastarkhan 
Suyіnshі
Baygazy 



II group- Presentation about traditions and customs associated 
with birth and upbringing of the child and related to marriage.

Shіldehana
Kyrkynan shygaru 

Tusau kesu 
Sundetke otyrgyzu 

Kudalyk
Kyz uzatu
kelіn tusіru
Betashar. 



III group- Presentation about traditions and customs associated with 
mutual aid and the most ancient traditions of Kazakh people.

Asar

Zhylu 

 Belkoterer



1. How do we call a tradition when a child goes his first 
step? 

2. When does a child go to school? 
3. What animal do children ride in Kazakhstan in their 

childhood? 
4. What does «suinshi» mean? 
5. What was the tradition when the bride comes to the 

bridegroom s house? 
6. What song do people sing on the weddings? 

Answer these questions during one minute



To complete the scheme 



To complete the scheme 



To complete the scheme 



1. You may always get a cup of tea or kumiss when you visit Kazakh 
family.

2.Children don’t learn hospitality from young age in Kazakhstan.

3.When you tell someone important news in Kazakhstan you may get a 
present.

4.During hard work nobody help each other in Kazakhstan.

5.Zhylu is a special tradition of helping people in difficult situation.

6.Betashar is a tradition connected with the first step of a child.

7.There are no traditions connected with children.

8.Kazakh wedding lasts 40 days.

True or False. 



международный праздник

 национальный праздник

  state holiday

 professional holiday

Translate the words. 



1) 4 June                                                                  a) Independence Day 

2) 22 March                                                             b) the first President Day

3) 6 July                                                                   c) Constitution Day

4) 7 May                                                                  d) Day of Capital

5) 1 December                                                         e) Nauryz

6) 16 December                                                       f) Victory Day

7) 30 August                                                            g) Day of defender of Motherland

8) 1 May                                                                  h) Knowledge Day

9) the 9th  of May                                                     i) Unity Day

10)1 September                                                         j) Kazakhstan National Symbols’ Day

Match the names of the holidays and dates. 



1. People see at midnight on the 31 of December and they greet with champagne 
and watch TV or listen to the radio, beating 12 o’clock. The first holiday of the 
year is………Day. 

2. The day when men give presents to women and when men are supposed to do 
everything about the house and cook all the meals……..  

3. Traditionally this holiday is celebrated in Muslim countries though this holiday 
has never been purely religious one and contained none of canonic elements 
whatsoever. It is a very important holiday for Kazakhs, which marks the beginning 
of a new year in spring……. 

4. On the 9th May 1945, the Soviet Army and its allies completely defecated 
(dedicated) the German fascists and the Second World War and the Great Patriotic 
War ended. The greatest holiday in our country is ……. 

Guess the holidays and complete the names of the holidays



If the lesson was interesting 
for you, show this card ☺

If the lesson was boring, 
show this card  😐   



* Learn by heart new words.
* Repeat holidays, traditions and customs in Kazakhstan.

Home work


